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Simple Suspenders 
original pattern by Jessica original pattern by Jessica original pattern by Jessica original pattern by Jessica @ Running With Scissors@ Running With Scissors@ Running With Scissors@ Running With Scissors    

photos to accompany instructions here: 
http://projectsbyjess.blogspot.com/2010/04/suspender-tutorial.html 

 

Supplies: 
-6 buttons 

-1" wide black elastic (I bought mine in a package- 1 yd) 
-leather (I re-purposed a thrift store purse) 

-pants  
-print out pattern 
-thread to match 

1. Make leather pieces 
I find the easiest and cheapest leather, is to buy a purse or clutch from the thrift store.  Usually I can find one for $1-3, and 
it doesn't have to be cute--you're cutting it up. 
**"pleather" would also work too 
-ON THE BACK SIDE of the leather, trace the pattern pieces.  You'll need 1 triangle, and 3 long pieces. 
-CUT OUT THE PIECES 

 
2. Measure & Cut button holes 
-measure the length of the  
button hole = button width + button height + button height 
-Trace the length of the button hole on the back of all three yoke pieces on both of the round ends 
-Cut the length of the button hole with a razor blade or exacto knife.  *because it's leather, it won't fray and is durable, so 
no need to sew the buttonhole! 
 

3. Sew long pieces in half 
Fold the long pieces in half length-wise, wrong sides touching on the inside, right sides out. 
Top stitch along the straight portion of the piece, sewing only between the corners where it starts to widen out in the 
circle. 
Guide 1/8" along edge of leather 
 

4. Cut ElasticCut your elastic into 3 pieces. 
2 will go on the front, over the shoulders, and meet in the back 
1 piece will be short and go from the mid-back to the back of the pants. 
The best way is to measure your child from the top of their pants, up over their shoulder, to the point right between their 
shoulder blades.  This first measurement will be the length of the front 2 elastics, which will be your 2 long pieces. 
Next measure from the point between their shoulder blades to the top of their pants in the back.  This will be your 
measurement for the short piece of elastic. 
For a frame of reference, my son is 2 years old and my measurements were: 

Long pieces= 13 1/2" each 
Short piece = 5" 
 

5.Attach long pieces to elasticTake a leather piece, and seam side DOWN, (first photo the seam should be 
down, not up--it really doesn't matter, you can always flip it around once it's sewn)  wrap the end of your elastic around it. 
Sew back and forth on the elastic to secure the seam.  So you'll be sewing the elastic on itself, but not the leather piece.  It 
should be snug in there, but able to move around if you need to adjust it later. 
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REPEAT WITH ALL THREE ELASTICS AND ALL THREE LEATHER PIECES 
 

At this point you should have 2 long elastics with leather attached, 1 short elastic with leather attached, 
and the pants 

 

6. Sew the elastic straps together 
**The way you fold the elastic and sew the tab around the leather does give each elastic strap a front and back. Just be 
careful as you sew the 3 of them together that the right sides face out when worn*** 
Take the 2 long elastics, and line up the ends so they are 45 degrees apart.  If the ends are cut straight, you just line them 
up to make the "V". 
 
Sew them in place, I go back and forth. 
 
Next, take the short piece, and sew line it up coming straight down from the "V".  I put the straight edge to the top of the 
"V", as high as I could with out showing. 
 

7.  Leather triangle 
Place leather triangle on top of the right side of elastic junction.  Top stitch around the triangle. 

 

Suspenders are finished!  Now you just need to add the buttons to the pants. 
 

8. Put the buttons on the pants 
Match the center (crotch) seam and the side seam together on one leg front. Mark that as the quarter measurement on that 
leg.  Repeat with the other side seam and center seam to get the opposite leg's quarter measurement, or the middle of each 
leg. 
Measure 1" to each side of the quarter mark on each side. 
Sew on the buttons. 
 
On the back, just measure 1" to each side of the center back seam and sew on the buttons. 

 
Button the suspenders on the pants and you're ready to go! 

 
 


